Take control of grease and odor!

Even the best kitchen hood grease filters may need a little back up, especially to eliminate odors. Choose the best play with the Grease Grabber™ Triple Play or Grease Grabber Power Play for high efficiency grease and odor control.
Accurex’s new Grease Grabber Triple Play and Grease Grabber Power Play units are specifically designed to eliminate both smoke and grease particles from your kitchen exhaust system. Additionally, odor removal modules eliminate or reduce odors to acceptable levels. Both units are ETL Listed to the UL 710 Standard and built in accordance with NFPA 96 (Power Play additionally ANSI/UL 867 Listed).

Additional features include:

- Continuously welded single piece construction on a common mounting rail makes installation fast and easy (units are available in multiple sections upon request)
- Thermo-set powder painted inside/outside for enhanced corrosion protection and sustainability
- Fan motors and drives are mounted outside of the airstream eliminating exposure to grease
- Unique bonded activated carbon filters for effective removal of cooking odors

**Grease Grabber Triple Play**

The Grease Grabber Triple Play uses a 3-stage mechanical filter arrangement to clean grease and smoke particles from the exhaust air at an economical first cost. The Triple Play incorporates activated carbon panels to remove odor molecules prior to discharging the air, reducing the impact of kitchen exhaust to the surroundings. The liberal application of carbon in the system also helps reduce maintenance.

- Internal pressure switches individually monitor each filter stage and a remote mounted panel indicates when each filter stage needs replacement to take the guess work out of maintaining the equipment.
- Metal framed filters, in extruded aluminum and gasketed tracks, prevent air from bypassing the filters.

**Grease Grabber Power Play**

The Grease Grabber Power Play electrostatic precipitator is our best available technology when it comes to kitchen pollution control. It provides optimum performance with low operating costs. The permanent electrostatic collector section removes grease and smoke particles from the airstream. Additionally, the integrated self cleaning wash sequence, initiated by the system controls, readies the Power Play to go to work again without the time and expense of replacing filters. The Power Play incorporates activated carbon panels to remove odor molecules prior to discharging the air, reducing the impact of kitchen exhaust to the surroundings.

- Automatic cleaning system for low maintenance and constant performance
- Fixed static pressure resistance helps maintain air volumes
- High capacity ionizer cell reduces the need for larger, more expensive multiple pass precipitators